
Bike lights fall into four main categories:

1. Light Emitting Diode (LED) lights. (Many flashing models)

2. High power battery lights.

3. Low power battery lights. (Becoming rarer)

4. Dynamo lightsets.

Most reasonable light sets will make you visible to traffic but
only the more powerful sets will light up the road for you.

Never rely on reflectors alone, you will be almost invisible 
to traffic.

LED Lights
The newest model lights can show either a flashing or steady
light. They are very eye-catching and very reliable. They
produce light very efficiently and drain batteries very slowly,
although the white headlights use more power than the red tail
lights. If you are seeking a light to make you visible in traffic,
LED lights offer a great combination of low running cost,
reliabilty and visibility. Compare models and choose the
brightest you can afford. Prices range from $10 - $100 with
some very good models available between $20 and $50.

Note: Some flashing headlights use green or yellow (not white) LEDs.

These are not very effective and do not satisfy the law.

High power battery lights
It is possible to buy battery head lights which are very bright
indeed. They range in power from 3 Watts to more than 30
Watts. Many of these have two headlights with a lower power
globe in one and a higher power globe in the other. These are
ideal if you are going mountain biking at night or want a light,
which will light up the road for you. The rechargable batteries
range from sealed lead-acid (cheapest, but heaviest) through
nickel-cadmium (ni-cad) to nickel-metal-hydride (lightest but
most expensive). If you buy one of these lights, read the
battery charging instructions carefully. Misuse may destroy the
battery immediately. Prices range from around $150 to nearly
$1000, batteries and charger included.

Low power battery lights
With fully charged batteries and if they are well positioned on
the bike these are just adequate to make you visible. Many of
these use quartz halogen bulbs but are not as bright as the
high powered lights. They are best used with rechargeable
batteries if used often. Always carry spare batteries if using
rechargables, they go flat very suddenly and could leave you
stranded without lights. Most rechargeable light batteries take
about 7 to 8 hours to fully charge and will last about 1 to 3
hours (depending on the wattage bulb/s being used). Typical
prices are from $10 - $40  per light.

Dynamo lights
Dynamos, also known as generator lights, are an economical
option for frequent riders and touring cyclists. The dynamo
works off a roller in contact with the tyre. Dynamos can even
be incorporated into the hub (expensive). Dynamo lights usually
go out when you stop cycling, though some come with a back-
up battery that gives some light when stopped. The dynamo
can power both the front and rear lights. They have the
advantage of never going flat and have no running costs, but
are not as simple to install and are more expensive than LED
lights. Many are also not as bright as the high power battery
lights. In Australia, they are not as widely used and available as
other lights. If they are ideal for you, talk to your bike shop or
search the internet for suppliers in Australia. Prices range
between $60 and $500. Hub dynamo systems start 
around $400.
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Riding early in the morning, at dusk or night can be very enjoyable, it just takes
a little more awareness. Low levels of light demand cyclists not only be alert
but dress accordingly and have a bike equipped to see and be seen. If you ride
in low light, your choice of lighting plays a very important role in your safety.
There is a wide range of reliable, bright, practical and inexpensive lights
available in bike shops.

If you are intending to ride at night or in
hazardous weather conditions causing reduced
visibility, by law you must display:

• A flashing or steady white light that is clearly
visible for at least 200 metres from the front of
the bicycle.

•A flashing or steady red light that is clearly visible
for at least 200 metres from the rear of the
bicycle.

• A red reflector that is clearly visible for at least 50
metres from the rear of the bicycle when light is
projected onto it by a vehicle's headlight on low-
beam.

(Road Rules Victoria Part 15 rule 259.)



What to look for when purchasing bike lights

Consider:-

• How much light do you want? To be seen or to see with?

• How long does your light have to last between recharges or
new batteries?

• The cost.

• Then consider:-

• The battery (type and capacity)

• The charger (where applicable)

• The mounting system (how strong is the bracket, how easy is
it to clip/unclip the light?)

Important Points

• Reliability is the most important feature of a good light.

• All lights are directional. They should be aimed horizontally for
maximum visibilty to traffic. This is particularly true of the
flashing LED lights. Do not mount your main tail light on your
clothing or helmet, it will not point in the right direction.

• The more lights you display the better and the less chance of
being left with no light due to flat batteries.

• LED tail lights are the most reliable, and the most
eyecatching.

• White LED head lights can be very eyecatching.

• High power headlights are the brightest but most expensive.

Single Use Batteries or Re-chargeable
Batteries?

Rechargeables

Have a low running cost.

May last up to 1000 recharges.

With a good recharging technique you will never 
have a flat battery.

Are essential with high power lights.

May contain hazardous metals such as lead and cadmium.

Have a high initial cost.

With poor recharging technique may have a very short life.
(Read the instructions!)

Go flat suddenly with the risk of leaving you with no lights
at all. (Carry a spare or a backup light.)

Single use batteries

Are much cheaper at the initial purchase.

May not contain hazardous metals. (Look for 0% of
mercury.)

Go flat slowly, giving you some warning.

Have a higher running cost for regular use.

Nickel Cadmium, Nickel Metal-Hydride or
Sealed Lead-Acid Batteries?
Ni-Cd

Weigh less than lead-acid batteries for the same electrical
capacity.

Cost more, both initially and as replacement parts.

Work best if flattened completely before recharging.

May go flat while riding.

Ni-MH

Weigh the least for the same capacity.

Cost the most.

Do not need to be flattened completely before recharging.

Less likely to go flat while riding.

May have a shorter service life.

SLA (For high power lights only)

Weigh the most.

Cost the least.

May be replaced with generic batteries at lower cost than
genuine spares.

Should never be flattened completely and work best if kept
topped up.

May fail totally if left flat for more than a few hours.
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LEDs or Quartz Halogen Globes?

LEDs

Use less power, so batteries last longer

May be flashing and more eyecatching

May be very bright

Are very reliable

QH Globes

May be much brighter

Can light up the road and the bush

May need bigger batteries

Don't flash

Dynamos?
Have no running cost

Will never go flat

Are more elaborate and hence may be less reliable

May have a high initial cost

May slow you down slightly

Hub dynamos are expensive to install

Chargers
High power lights and some others may include a charger
with the light set. If you are buying rechargeable batteries
separately you may need to purchase a charger as well.
Some chargers will damage the battery if left on too long.
Some chargers have provision to reduce the current into
the battery once it is fully recharged, reducing the risk of
damage. Use a timer for recharging if you are unsure.
Read the instructions which come with the battery.
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This information has been collated by the Cycling Promotion Fund (03-9818 5400, www.cyclingpromotion.com).

Disclaimer: Every attempt has been made to ensure details were accurate at the time of printing; however, things can change quickly and we urge you to check the validity
of the information yourself.


